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With the development of the Internet technology and the coming of the age 
of e-commerce，enterprises begin to assimilate the external information resources 
into their informatization management and construct their own informatization 
system covering the whole process of their production and management, ranging 
from the supply of the raw material to the sale of the products and the after-sales 
service. Enterprises’ e-commercial application of B2B and B2C on the Internet is 
transforming from the single action of sale and purchase to a whole collaborative 
commercial process from the consumer to the producer and from the supplier to 
the producer. 
This thesis attempts to explore the meaning of the collaboration in the 
informatization process of the enterprise from three perspectives, namely the 
supply chain management, the virtual enterprise, and the collaborative commerce 
in the developing process of the enterprise informatization construction. 
The first chapter of the thesis introduces briefly the basic concept of the 
enterprise informatization, elaborates the developing stage and the present 
situation of the process in the enterprises in our country, and shows the 
inevitability towards collaborative development for the enterprise informatization.  
The second chapter, with the introduction of the basic theory of the supply chain, 
puts emphasis on the collaborative performance as well as its essence of the 
supply chain management in the informatized enterprise.  The third chapter uses 
real cases to elaborate collaboration of the virtual enterprise informatization.  
The fourth chapter introduces the basic origin and the definition of the 
collaborative commerce, analyzes and summarizes the management mode of 














commerce as well as its solutions. 
In this age of network, a more comprehensive, more systematic and more 
rational understanding toward the enterprise informatization has been achieved 
home and abroad.  People have been able to give a deliberate consideration to the 
means of realization and the mode of construction for the enterprise 
informatization.  A relatively better conception shows the realization of the 
enterprise informatization in accordance with the demands of the collaboration.  
It is argued that the enterprise informatization in the early 21st century has stepped 
into an age of network and an age of collaboration. 
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